Why teach your child to touchtype?
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Touch-typing
typing is one of those skills that has been over looked or gone out of fashion. Most kids
are familiar with computers almost as soon as they get to school, so it’s assumed they know how
to use the keyboard by “hunting & pecking” at the keys.
But the power of the typing by touch isn’t really about whether you can
use your little finger to type Q and P. It’s aabout what goes on in the brain
to make it all happen. Typing by touch uses a different part of the brain
from writing with a pen.
In fact, touch typing could be one of the most valuable skills your primary school child will ever
learn. For children with
h Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, ASD and other Special Needs or Neurodivergent
brains, touch typing provides a very different option for written work and it can have a ver
very
significant effect, completely changing how they feel about written work.
Let’s look at the reasons why every child should learn to type by touch.

1. When you type by touch, a different part of your brain is in control
When you can type without looking down at the keyboard, your unconscious is in control of
what’s happening (it’s like changing gea
gear in a car – you think it and your body does the rest).
What’s in control is the “cerebellum”; also known as your physical skill centre, or you may have
heard the term “muscle memory” (it’s not actually in your muscles!). It really does “let your
fingers do the talking”.
This part of the brain automates operations and skills, so that once learned, the process part is
unconscious. There are so many advantages to this part of the brain being in control, for
example...
-

Type more accurately
Type faster
Keep your eyes on the screen, no dividing of the
attention between the screen and the keyboard
Your mind is free to concentrate on content & quality of writing
It’s a different, effective way to spell; words are
finger movements and patterns on the keyb
keyboard
oard not strings of letters

If you keep switching between looking at the keyboard and the screen, you’re wasting half your
time because your brain is trying to focus on two different things at once. And it’s stressing your
eyes and vision too.

2. It particularly helps children with Special Needs / Neuro-diversity
Touch typing helps children with Dyslexia, Dyspraxia/DCD, ASD/Autism and Visual Impairment.
Succeeding and being able to produce written work also gives a huge boost to self esteem.
Getting the powerful cerebellum/muscle memory involved in spelling completely changes the
process in the brain. Words aren’t strings of letters, they are finger movements and patterns on
the keyboard. This is a very different way to learn to spell, and becomes unconscious.
‘Some dyslexic students find typing easier than handwriting, as the tactile element of pressing
the keyboard can help with managing difficult words,’ says Linda Eastap, former education
manager at the British Dyslexia Association. ‘The multisensory aspect of typing can help the child
with letter patterns.’

3. So it’s not really about using your little fingers to type P and Q
There’s been some research going around recently from Finland that says you don’t need to be a
touch typist to type efficiently.
But they identify the factors that make for efficient and effective keyboard use – all of which are
fundamentals in touch typing:
-

Be accurate: you will never be fast if you aren’t accurate. Just one mistake means
pressing 3 keys (minimum) instead of 1 – the wrong key, the delete key and then the right
key (and that’s if you spot it immediately), so 300% slower
Look at the screen not down at your hands, you’re faster because your attention is not
divided and if you do make a mistake you spot it immediately
Type pairs and patterns of letters successively; faster typists show different fingers
moving at the same time, the second key moving down as the first key moves up and so
on

The best way to learn the things they suggest is to learn to touch type – even if you don’t use
your pinkie finger for Q, be consistent and that’s what matters. Most people never move past
having to look down at the keyboard if they aren’t taught, the eyes stay in control of the skill, and
“they will hunt & peck like electro-chickens for the rest of their life” (Prof John Sutherland).

4. Primary age is the best time to learn
Touch-typing may seem a rather grown-up skill, but primary school kids are perfectly placed to
learn. 7-11yrs is ideal, because their hands are the right size, they have the concentration span,
and because they love being on the computer, they’re motivated to learn.
Touch-typing can be learnt later on, either at secondary school or in adulthood, but the later you
leave it, the more bad habits you’ll have to unlearn. That’s why earlier is better.

5. Your children are unlikely to learn at school
Unlike Australia, Canada and America, where ‘keyboarding’ is taught universally, children are
unlikely to be taught to touch-type at school. The Government says it’s desirable, but it’s not a
compulsory part of the curriculum, so most schools don’t offer touch-typing. A typing club or
tutor is great, or a good program is designed to be self-teaching with minimal parental input, so
it’s easy for children to learn.

6. The future isn’t going to be “all voice control”
Ever tried dictating a letter? It’s really not easy – you don’t just stand up and give a speech, you
prepare well in advance, making notes, thinking through what you’re going to say. If you’re going
to use dictation software, it takes a long time to train your brain and the computer, plus it’s not
something you can then do in a classroom, exam room, on a train as a student, etc.
There’s been a lot of fuss about this recently with lots of new speech to text app’s, plus Alexa,
Siri, etc. It’s hard enough to get your phone to make a call to the right person or play one track
on your stereo! For a Primary student, it may be enough at a young age to just produce a few
lines of text, but it won’t suffice for later in education when hundreds of thousands of words
need to be produced.
Going back to the science... “thought to speech and thought to script have been shown to be
different processes in the brain”. So when you are engaged in writing (with a pen or a keyboard),
a different part of brain is activated than when you speak.

7. Children who can type have an advantage over their peers
A child who can’t touch type will produce work at less than half the speed of a child who can*,
knowing that, why wouldn’t you want to give your child that advantage? For Dyslexic children,
using a keyboard levels the playing field with non-Dyslexics (Freed from the Pen, TES, Louise
Green). Free your child’s creativity from the pen and their real ability shine through. Using a
keyboard for everyday school work can change your child’s life – and in exams, change their
future. *Research by Englishtype Ltd with Marshgate Primary School.

8. It’s quick to learn and fun with YRD Typing Club & Englishtype
Many children can master it surprisingly quickly. Designed by an Educational Psychologist
specialising in Dyslexia for 25 years. Using Englishtype’s unique coloured keyboard and multisensory program, most children can get to their muscle memory working in about 10-12 weeks
(the target is 30 words per minute – an amazing speed), with two 10-15 minute practice sessions
per day. Little and often is more effective than doing one hour, once a week for example.
The coloured keyboard helps boost learning and gets the
muscle memory working quickly. The vocabulary content is
carefully selected to contain relevant & useful words and
tricky spellings so these get programmed into the
unconscious muscle memory.
There’s a great combination of lessons, games and booster
to keep motivation high and includes special exercises to
build the automatic muscle memory, plus extra Spelling
lessons that speak the words. And kids love collecting
trophies and gems to get outfits to dress up your little typing
companion, Qwerty the Robot (Junior 7-11yrs) or The
Professor (Senior, 11+yrs).

‘You want to put wings on the heels of your children?
Teach them to touch-type. They’ll bless you for it.’
John Sutherland, author & professor of English literature at University College (retired)

